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Abstract
The Moorefield Shale represents the Meramecian Series in the Eastern Arkoma Basin in
northern Arkansas. Lying on the margin of the Mississippi Embayment and Reelfoot Rift,
sequence stratigraphic interpretations have labelled the Moorefield Shale a lowstand wedge
succeeding the Early Mississippian (Osagean) Boone Limestone conformably and overlain
conformably by the Hindsville Limestone/Batesville Sandstone. The unit contains a basal brownblack limestone and succeeding brown-black phosphatic shale. The Moorefield Shale was
deposited along the broad, stable cratonic platform on the southern flank of Laurasia, before it’s
collision with Gondwanaland to form the supercontinent Pangea at the end of the Paleozoic.
During this time, the midcontinent region was covered by shallow seas and carbonates covered
most of the region. A shallowly dipping carbonate ramp developed in the region providing a
foundation for clastic sediment deposition. The Boone Limestone underlies the Moorefield Shale
throughout the eastern Arkoma Region however, the Boone carbonate sediment was transported
from its origin on the Burlington Shelf in the northwestern part of Arkansas, and thicknesses of
the Boone Limestone significantly decrease to the south and east. Thinning of the Boone
Limestone has allowed greater accommodation space for succeeding formations in the eastern
Arkoma Basin, and has allowed the Moorefield Shale to be considerably thicker in the east.
Thicknesses of the Moorefield Shale measure to approximately 100 feet in outcrop, and 350 feet
or greater in the subsurface. Due to the lack of research, the Moorefield Shale offers a unique
perspective into the stratigraphy and deposition of Mississippian units of the eastern Arkoma
Basin.
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INTRODUCTION
The Moorefield Shale is regarded as an understudied stratigraphic formation in the northern
Arkansas area. Lying in the far eastern portion of the Arkoma Basin and directly west of the
Reelfoot Rift, the Moorefield Shale was deposited as a lowstand wedge conformably on the Boone
Shale in the east and grades into the Osagean Boone Limestone further west. The Moorefield Shale
is overlain conformably by the Batesville Sandstone/Hindsville Limestone. Only appearing in
outcrop and subsurface data in the eastern half of the state, the Moorefield offers an interesting
view into the depositional environment and stratigraphic sequence of the eastern Arkoma Basin.
The Moorefield Formation is largely calcareous shale, consisting of a brown, almost yellow color,
when examining in the field. It is well exposed around Moorefield, Independence County, and in
that locality it has a thickness of 50-75 feet (Adams, 1904). Adams (1904) continues to state that
the Moorefield Shales arenaceous layers pass gradually into the Batesville Sandstone, and that
there appears to be no break in deposition, just a change lithologically in kind of material deposited.
The Moorefield Shale represents the transitional interval following the Boone Limestone 3rd order
forced regressive cycle, and the onset of the Upper Mississippian transgressive systems tract.
Comprising both a shale and limestone member, the Moorefield reflects an everchanging
depositional environment during the Middle-Late Mississippian.
Statement of the Problem
The Moorefield Shale was originally regarded by early Arkansas geologists as a unit that
was associated with the northern Arkansas lead and zinc industrial mineral deposits (Adams,
1904). Simple lithostratigraphic interpretations of the unit were made, but have been changed
throughout the years, creating a lack of consistency in the stratigraphic nomenclature. Work done
by recent geologists has also created confusion of age assignments for the Meramecian Series,
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based on ammonoid and conodont fossil assemblages related to the Middle Mississippian time
period. Using the Moorefield Shale as an equivalent of the Warsaw Shale in Missouri, Lane and
Brenckle (2005), restricted the fossil assemblages of the Moorefield Shale to only two conodont
zones, reducing the Meramecian Series to a thin slice of geologic time. If based purely on the
biostratigraphic work of Lane and Brenckle, the Meramecian Series could not possibly be
considered a Series, or even a Stage. Furthering the complications of the Moorefield Shale, little
is known about the Moorefield depositional setting and history. Deposition of the Moorefield also
reflects the stratigraphic and structural complexity of the Arkoma Basin both as a whole, especially
the eastern Arkoma Basin.
Succeeding the 3rd order forced regression cycle of the Boone Limestone, the Moorefield
is described using sequence stratigraphic nomenclature as a lowstand wedge; making it one of the
only lowstand wedges encountered within the state of Arkansas. This interpretation is useful, as it
identifies the topographic low of the site of deposition and deeper water level that is indicative of
this type of environment. Subtle changes in sea level can be seen to have produced the vertical
succession of the limestone, shale, and minor sandstone units encountered in this region.
Identifying the lithological differences of these units will offer insight to the type of sediments and
the characteristics of their depositional environment.
Viewing the Moorefield Shale in well logs, thin sections, and outcrop offers a unique view
into the Mississippian stratigraphy in the eastern Arkoma Basin. Identifying the depositional
characteristics of the Moorefield Shale and surrounding units is crucial to understanding the
eastern Arkoma Basin as a whole.
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Study Area
The study area of this thesis project encompasses five counties in northeastern Arkansas;:
Conway, Cleburne, Faulkner, Van Buren, and White (Figure 1). Well log analysis of the fivecounty area originally comprised 416 wells. Of those 416 wells, 78 were used to create gross
intervals and cross sections for the area. Well log analysis examined the units from the Penters
Chert (Lower Devonian) through the Fayetteville Shale (Upper Mississippian), to gain a broader
understanding of the stratigraphic succession and make a more complete overall determination of
the study area. Well log analysis work for this study site is the first of its kind and does not include
any prior work of the area.
Thin sections of the Moorefield interval of interest were provided by Southwestern Energy,
Houston, from the Foster 10-07, 9-17H8 well, located in White County, Arkansas (S17 T10N
R07W). A total of 13 thin sections were analyzed; two in the Upper Moorefield and eleven in the
Lower Moorefield. Thin sections were used to determine lithologic and depositional characteristics
of the Moorefield Shale, and to provide an analysis of the unit on a smaller scale.
Additionally, outcrops of both the Batesville and Moorefield intervals were examined, and
samples were collected to provide a lithologic understanding of the Moorefield Shale, and to view
the unit as it appears on the surface. The outcrop interpretation yielded positive results and
additional answers to questions that have aided the overall completeness of this study.
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Figure 1. Study area used in well log interpretations, red dots on map display the original 416
well locations that were analyzed.

GEOLOGIC SETTING
Geologic Background
The Ozark Dome is a broad, asymmetrical, cratonic uplift cored by Precambrian granite
and rhyolite exposed in the St. Francois Mountains region of southeastern Missouri (McFarlin,
2016). The Paleozoic rock record involving the Ozark Dome contains thick carbonate intervals
with subordinate terrigenous clastics throughout.
Three plateaus can be recognized in the stratigraphic succession exposed by the Ozark
Dome. These are from oldest (lowest) to youngest (highest): the Salem, Springfield and Boston
Mountain Plateaus (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Geologic Provinces of Arkansas and adjacent regions, southern Midcontinent (Bello
2017; modified from Manger et. al, 1988).
A succession of mostly Ordovician limestones and dolomites, interbedded with associated
orthoquartzitic sandstones, as well as a minor development of Silurian and Devonian section forms
the Salem Plateau. The succeeding Springfield Plateau is formed by Lower-Middle Mississippian
strata, mostly chert-bearing limestones, and the Boston Mountains preserve Upper Mississippian
and Lower-Middle Pennsylvanian section of interbedded shales and sandstones, with minor
limestones.
Deposition of the Middle-Late Mississippian Moorefield Shale occurred along the eastern
margin of the North Arkansas Structural Platform (NASP), which is approximately 40 miles wide
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and extends across most of southern Arkansas and into adjacent eastern Oklahoma (Chinn &
Konig, 1973). In its type area, northeastern Arkansas, the Moorefield occupies a structural low on
the underlying Boone (Early Mississippian) depositional sequence. The Moorefield is thickest
(~300 ft. in outcrop) across this structural low and thinnest or absent on the associated structural
high further to the west (Garner, 1967). The NASP does not appear to have been tectonically active
during Moorefield deposition. The Moorefield is likely a low-stand wedge associated with 3rd
order forced regression cycle following the deposition of the Mississippian Boone Limestone.
As relative sea level rise began to occur, organic filled sediments began forming the
transitional Boone Shale (an interbedded limestone-shale). The Boone Shale mixed sediment
supply began interfingering with the Boone Limestone in the eastern part of the state. Although
deposition of this unit was contained mainly in the eastern part of the mapping area due to sediment
supply, possible tectonic events, and relative sea level changes, the Boone Shale is representative
of the increased clastic sediment supply and deepening of marine waters in the east following the
deposition of the Boone Limestone.
With continued eustatic sea level rise and concurrent influx of clay rich sediments, the
Moorefield Shale began deposition in northern Arkansas. The Moorefield continued to follow the
Boone Shale deposition and interfingering of the Boone Limestone; however, the Moorefield’s
spatial extent is much larger than the Boone Shale. The Moorefield Shale basal likely represents a
gradual, conformable contact with the Boone Shale in the east, and a non-depositional correlative
conformity with the Boone Limestone further west.
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The Mississippi Embayment
The Mississippi Embayment is a “spoon-shaped” trough lying between the Ozark Uplift to
the west and the Nashville Dome to the east (Ervin, 1975) (Figure 2). The depositional history
includes Paleozoic strata, but the main filling of the embayment was accomplished by Cretaceous
and Tertiary unconsolidated sediments that thicken southward from Illinois into Memphis,
Tennessee, all the way to the Gulf Coastal Plain (Ervin, 1975). Although the Mississippi
Embayment is not the focus of this study, it is important to note the geological differences between
the depositional history of the Mississippi Embayment and the proximal Ozark Dome. Deposited
as a low-stand wedge on the southeastern flank of the Ozark Dome (NASP), the Moorefield likely
has deeper water, coeval equivalents within the embayment. However, the ancient Mississippi
embayment may have had some influence on the deposition of the Moorefield (i.e. fluvial sediment
dispersal and deposition). There is the possibility that sediments sourced from the Appalachian
Mountains were transported via aeolian and fluvial processes westward to the Illinois River Basin.
Sediments from this basin are then transported by fluvial and aeolian processes south along the
Mississippi Embayment, where they would be able to be deposited on a gentle clastic ramp setting,
making up the Moorefield Formation.
The Arkoma Basin
This study focuses on the eastern margin of the Arkoma Basin, being enclosed by the
Mississippi embayment to the east-southeast. The Arkoma Basin has historically been regarded in
the Mid-Continent as a prolific natural gas producer through the development of the Fayetteville
Shale play, and other past and recent developments. Much of the exploration done in the Arkoma
Basin has been focused on the western margins of the basin, eastern Oklahoma and western
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Arkansas. There have been few studies that have focused on the eastern portion of the Arkoma
Basin for reasons unknown.
The Arkoma Basin is a foreland basin extending from central Oklahoma to eastern
Arkansas, and is bounded by the northeastern Oklahoma Platform and Ozark Uplift in the north
and Ouachita Mountains in the south (Vanarsdale and Schweig, 1990). Up until the early-middle
Mississippian, the Arkoma Basin was a low-relief, broad cratonic structure. Continental
convergence beginning in the Middle Mississippian through the Middle Pennsylvanian, resulted
in the conversion of the broad shelf setting into a foredeep basin (Houseknecht, 1986). The Arkoma
Basin structural deformation climaxed with the thrusting of the Ouachita Mountain orogeny
(Middle Atokan). During the Middle Atokan, steep down-to-the-south growth faults displaced the
entire Precambrian-Middle Atokan geological section. While many workers believe that faulting
culminated during the Middle Atokan, it has been proposed that the large growth faulting may
have begun as early as the Late Mississippian (Hudson, 2000). In the western Arkoma Basin, thrust
faults of the upper Atokan section are thought to have reactivated earlier growth faults, further
displacing the section (Vanarsdale and Schweig, 1990). The extent of the Upper Atokan growth
fault reactivation is unknown in the eastern portion of the basin and would have to be further
explored to be proven. The complexity of Devonian-Mississippian interval is likely attributed to
the increased accommodation space southward from the Cherokee Platform and Ozark Uplift,
across the shelf of the precursor Arkoma Basin, and into the deeper Ouachita Basin (Prado, 2018).
The Arkoma Basin is comprised of two different structural regimes above the Ross Creek thrust
fault (extending through Faulkner and White Co.): 1. A deep basement structural regime and 2. A
near-surface structural regime (Vanarsdale and Schweig, 1990). Both regimes have high angle,
primarily south-dipping normal faults; however, normal faults in the near-surface regime are
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listric, and do not continue into the deeper basement faults. The steep, deep basement faults are
continuous from the Proterozoic basement upward through the Mississippian Pitkin Limestone and
are terminated at the base of the Pennsylvanian Morrowan Series by a truncation surface
(Vanarsdale and Schweig, 1990). The truncation surface marks the boundary of the two structural
regimes.
Significant differences have been observed in the structural regimes of the western and
eastern Arkoma Basin, most notably, the timing of major basement faulting between the two
regions of the basin. Eastern Arkoma rocks are seen to be affected by folding and faulting of the
footwall block, and are narrowly confined to the Post-Pitkin and Pre-Morrowan interval, while
western Arkoma basement faulting coincide with middle Atokan growth faulting. It is unknown
why the timing of the eastern and western Arkoma Basin differs; however, it does appear that
Carboniferous faulting may have progressed from east to west across the Arkoma Basin
(Vanarsdale and Schweig, 1990).
The differing structural regimes of the eastern and western regions of the Arkoma Basin,
also play into the fault strike of the region, which is observed in portions of the mapping area of
this project. In the eastern Arkoma Basin, fault strike is to the northwest, while in the western
Arkoma Basin, fault strike is due east (Vanarsdale and Schweig, 1990). This supports the idea that
there are possibly significant structural differences and history between the two regions of the
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basin. The obvious differences between the two regions of the basin likely play into stratigraphic
and structural differences that are observed throughout this project.

Figure 3. Eastern Arkoma Basin with major faults outlined. Depicts the relative area of the study
site used in this project (Vanarsdale & Schweig, 1990).
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PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS
Moorefield Shale Lithostratigraphy
The Moorefield Formation, originally recognized by David Dale Owen (1858), as
comprising of a 30-foot section of brown-black shale with limestone intervals. In January of 1887,
J.C. Branner as State Geologist hired and assigned Richard Fullerton Penrose Jr. to evaluate the
manganese occurrences in northeastern Arkansas, particularly the area surrounding Batesville,
Independence County (Dalu, 2016). In Penrose’s report to the Arkansas Geological Survey for
1890, Penrose interpreted the Fayetteville Shale lying in between the Boone Chert and the
Batesville Sandstone in Independence County. After later review of Penrose’s 1890 report, it is
determined that Penrose interpreted the Moorefield Shale as being the Fayetteville Shale.
The name Moorefield was originally proposed by Adams and Ulrich (1904), following
Branner’s and Penrose’s work in the Batesville area, Independence County. Adams and Ulrich
(1904) proposed the name Moorefield in their 1904 U.S. Geological Survey report on work with
lead and zinc deposits in northern Arkansas. Adams and Ulrich’s proposed the stratigraphic name
Moorefield for exposures of gray to brown, phosphatic shale with a basal limestone, overlying the
Lower Mississippian Boone Formation, and underlying the Upper Mississippian Batesville
Sandstone, in the vicinity of Moorefield, Independence County, northeastern Arkansas. Adams
and Ulrich (1904) moved the Fayetteville Shale to its correct stratigraphic position and included
the Spring Creek Limestone Member at the base of the Moorefield. Unfortunately, the Spring
Creek Limestone Member was already in use for a Pennsylvanian unit in Texas (Williams, 1895).
Adams and Ulrich’s interpretation stood until Mackenzie Gordon (1944) reviewed the
stratigraphic relationships of the Moorefield interval in the Batesville Manganese District,
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Independence County. Gordon (1944) restricted the use of the name Moorefield to the basal black,
calcareous shale and limestone interval (=Spring Creek Limestone Member) and proposed the
name Ruddell for the overlying shale interval that comprised most of the section. Gordon (1944)
supported the restriction of the name Moorefield, by correlating the restricted Moorefield to the
St. Louis Limestone, and the Ruddell to the St. Genevieve Limestone. Both of which were assigned
at the time to the Meramecian of the type Mississippi Valley section.
Gordon’s (1944) lithostratigraphic interpretation persisted into the 1960’s until Gordon
(1965) published extensive work on middle Carboniferous ammonoid assemblages in northern
Arkansas. In this publication, Gordon (1965) regarded the Ruddell as spanning the MeramecianChesterian boundary, and the lower restricted Moorefield was interpreted as having lower and
upper unconformable contacts.
The Moorefield has been relatively unstudied in recent works, except for work from Korn
and Titus (2011). Current age assignments within the Moorefield have been based almost entirely
on ammonoid cephalopods. Girty’s (1911) work on brachiopods within this area have provided a
supporting role, but not to the extent of ammonoid cephalopods. Conodonts and palynomorphs
have never been examined within the Moorefield. Korn and Titus (2011) reexamined Gordon’s
(1944) report on middle Carboniferous ammonoid assemblages and recognized two Moorefield
zones: the lower Goniatites eganesis – Girtyoceras welleri zone, succeeded by the upper
Goniatites multiliratus zone. Korn and Titus (2011) concluded that the best age assignment of the
Moorefield assemblages occurring toward the middle portion of the stratigraphic interval is to the
lower Chesterian Series. “Thus, the lower Moorefield Shale, as a low stand wedge, must certainly
span the Osagean-Meramecian boundary, even though barren. The upper section, also barren of
ammonoids, and other biostratigraphically useful fossils is unstudied, and no older than middle
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Chesterian” (Dalu, 2016). From this interpretation, the Moorefield likely spans the interval from
early Meramecian to at least middle Chesterian, However, the bulk of the formation represents the
Chesterian, not the Meramecian.
The age assignment of the Moorefield Formation is further exacerbated by Lane and
Brenckle’s (2005) proposal to reduce the lithostratigraphic succession comprising the Meramecian
Series, due to a lack of ammonoid assemblages in its type area, St. Louis County, Missouri. Lane
and Brenckle (2005) used the Warsaw Shale’s upper member contacts as the boundaries for the
Osagean-Meramecian series. They also lowered the top of the Meramecian Series to the top of the
St. Louis Limestone (Dalu, 2016). Finally, the St. Genevieve became part of the Chesterian Series,
although historically referred to the Meramecian.
Sequence Stratigraphy of the Arkoma Basin and Tri-State Region
Sequence history of the southern Midcontinent is almost fully encompassed in the
Kaskaskia Sequence. Originally proposed by LL Sloss (1963), the Kaskaskia Sequence is
essentially made up of the Devonian and Mississippian time periods. Sloss’ original proposal of
this sequence was later subdivided into two second-order sequences; the Kaskaskia I and
Kaskaskia II. Kaskaskia I ranged from the Middle Devonian to the Kinderhookian Series of the
Lower Mississippian, and Kaskaskia II ranged from the Osagean to Chesterian Series of the
Mississippian Period. However, subsequent usage of these two second-order sequences over time
has restricted the Kaskaskia I sequence to the Devonian Period, and the Kaskaskia II sequence to
the Mississippian (McFarlin, 2016).
The Moorefield almost certainly falls into the Kaskaskia II sequence, following the
regressive systems tract (RST) at the top of the Boone Limestone (Lower Mississippian). The start
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of a new sequence begins with a lowstand systems tract (LST). The LST is representative of strata
that straddle the lowest point on the relative sea level curve, the maximum regression interval.
Lowstand systems tracts often form a prograding wedge of sediment at the base of a shelf margin
with its lower boundary, the low-stand wedge, and onlapping onto clinoforms (Manger, 2016).
The Moorefield Formation is indicative of a probable low-stand wedge, and onlaps the Type 1
erosional surface boundary developed on top of the Boone Formation. Sea level during this time
and throughout the Mississippian Period is thought to have stood above 200m for most of the
period until the Late Chesterian, when sea level began to drop.
In the tri-state region, lithostratigraphic successions in the southern Ozarks exhibit tectonic
influences within the depositional succession, creating areas where tectono-stratigraphy is
applicable. The gently sloping southern Ozark cratonic platform and its adjacent ramp preserve a
Paleozoic record of five distinct, but related, tectono-stratigraphic successions (Bello, 2017). From
these five distinct successions, 25 cycles or subdivisions have been identified, spanning from the
Lower Cambrian to Middle Pennsylvanian Period (Atokan). From these 24 cycles, there are 4first order, 6-second order, and 14-third order cycles. Waite (Figure 4) recognized first, and second
order cycles, however, there are three missing third order cycles between the Lower and Middle
Ordovician, the lowermost cycle of the Upper Silurian, and the lowermost cycle of the Middle
Devonian (Waite, 2002, Bello, 2017). The three missing third order cycles do not influence this
study; however, it is important to recognize these missing cycles which pertain to the surrounding
region.
From the five distinct successions mentioned previously, the Moorefield Formation falls
into the Tectono-stratigraphic 4 (TS4) grouping, characterizing Upper Mississippian strata. The
TS4 group of the southern Ozarks contains the following formations in ascending order; the St.
14

Joe Limestone, the Boone Formation, Moorefield Formation, Batesville-Hindsville, FayettevilleWedington, and the Pitkin-Imo. The complete interval is a third-order transgressive-regressive
cycle, in which all the previously listed formations are bounded by Type 1 unconformities. Local
irregularities in the TS4 possibly reflect post-Boone erosion truncating Osagean and Meramecian
strata during a later Mississippian lowstand (Bello, 2017). Shale volume in the TS4 makes up
~40% of the total section, indicating that this section was possibly dominated by anoxic shallowdeepening marine waters.
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Figure 4. Chronostratigraphy, Lithostratigraphy, Sequence Stratigraphy, and TectonoStratigraphic Assignments, southern Ozark Dome, northern Arkansas (eustatic cycles from
Waite, 2002. Bello, 2017).
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METHODS
The thesis project focuses on well log analysis, thin section analysis, and outcrop
interpretation. Chiefly, well log correlations dominated the research and time spent in developing
the stratigraphic framework and depositional evaluation for the Moorefield Shale. Analyzing the
Moorefield Shale from an outcrop perspective, in thin section, and in well logs allows for a
complete background and in-depth view of the Moorefield and the surrounding area.
Well Log Analysis
Log data consisted of gamma ray, resistivity, density/porosity, sonic, and SP log
measurements in order to make correlations throughout the area. There was some inconsistency
with well logs, as directional surveys and depth at which horizontal wells were encountered must
be accounted for. Multiple dip (north-south) and strike (east-west) cross sections were developed
in order to develop a complete understanding of the stratigraphic framework and complexity of
the eastern Arkoma. The subsurface work was originally intended to tie into the thin section and
outcrop work to gain an idea of the petroleum productivity of the Moorefield Shale. While
productivity was taken into consideration in this study, it became apparent that the subsurface work
done in this project would potentially be the first of its kind in the eastern Arkoma Basin. The main
objective of conducting log analysis, was to gain an understanding of the Moorefield Shale’s
depositional characteristics and to see the stratigraphic extent of the shale throughout the fivecounty study area. Additionally, the bounding interval from the Penters Chert through the
Fayetteville Shale, became incredibly important in determining the varying log motifs that are
produced in this area (Figure 5). Using IHS Petra software, a series of gross interval isopach maps
were created in order to view specific thickness of the units that made up the study site interval.
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These maps were used in order to visually display the varying depositional episodes that occurred
in the eastern Arkoma Basin, and to display the varying stratigraphic characteristics between units.

Figure 5. Type log of the study area, Lower Devonian through Upper Mississippian,
well Linn, T10N R12W S8
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Thin Section Analysis
To determine the lithologic characteristics of the Moorefield Formation, thin section
analysis was conducted using a Leica Petrographic Microscope, as well as the Leica software on
a computer to capture images that comprise the Moorefield. The thin sections used in this study
were collected and prepared by Southwestern Energy, Houston, Texas. Analysis of these thin
sections was useful in determining the depositional dynamics and history of the Moorefield Shale.
In similar petrographical studies conducted by Dr. Walter Manger, one could use his previous
work as a guideline in the study of the Moorefield.
Elvis Bello, [Master of Science degree from the University of Arkansas], conducted a
similar reservoir characterization for the Atoka Formation (Pennsylvanian) in west-central
Arkansas for his Master of Science Degree. Bello used the same microscope and petrographical
techniques that were used for this analysis of the Moorefield. Magnifications of 1.0x or greater
were used to determine grain size, and appearances of certain grains within each thin section, that
were then calculated and placed in a spreadsheet to gain a better understanding of their distribution
of the Atoka Formation (Bello, 2012). While Bello’s study mostly concerned sandstones, it does
address many of the same aspects intended for this examination of the Moorefield Formation.
Analyzing the stratification, mineral makeup, and organisms will give a look into the time
of Moorefield Shale deposition. Thin sections that were examined in this section only consisted of
2 Upper Moorefield, and 11 within the Lower Moorefield Shale. Each of these thin sections are
examined using multiple microscopes and magnifications. All thin sections are evaluated for basic
characteristics and varying characteristics that are seen throughout. This gives a basic description
for the smaller scale details that are seen in the Moorefield Shale, and how they influence the unit
as a whole.
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Outcrop Interpretation
For this study the Moorefield Shale was viewed in outcrop in two locations in areas located
in Batesville and Moorefield, Independence County, Arkansas. Neither a top nor bottom contact
for the Moorefield Shale could be identified at either location. However, both the Lower
Moorefield and Upper (Ruddell) Moorefield were viewed in outcrop. Both outcrop locations
contained distinct lithological differences that held true to the previous interpretations of this unit.
To further evaluate the Moorefield Shale outcrop, photos of the two outcrop locations were
taken, sampling was completed, and relative measurements of the outcrops were taken.
Descriptions of the Upper and Lower Moorefield are the main focus of the outcrop study, and this
is in order to better define the unit on the surface.
Depositional Evaluation - Background

Examination of varying subsurface stratigraphic and structural features throughout the basin
containing the Moorefield Shale has created a framework of describing the transgressional
episodes beginning at the end of Boone Limestone deposition. The Boone Limestone marked the
end of a third-order, forced, regressive sequence, and apparently created a gently dipping carbonate
ramp throughout the northern Arkansas region. From paleogeographic reconstructions of the
region (McGilvery, 2016), Boone Limestone deposition is characterized as distally starved, shelf
to basin siliceous shale and chert. From what is observed in well logs, this makes sense due to the
active thinning of the limestone unit further to the east.
From well log data, the Moorefield appears to mark the transitional period into highstand
before the Fayetteville Shale is deposited. The cyclicity of these transgressional episodes is likely
2nd order (10’s to 100’s m.y), with a ~240m maximum long-term highstand range (McGilvery,
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2016). Increase in water depth at time of Moorefield deposition likely indicates why the
Moorefield Shale is seen to be deposited in a much broader area than that of the preceding Boone
Shale.
Succeeding the Moorefield Shale, the Hindsville Limestone appears as a small carbonate
lens throughout well log correlations. This unit is observed throughout the western counties of the
study area, although it thins into a non-depositional unconformity moving westward in the
mapping area. This unit marks the end of the Mississippian carbonates observed throughout the
region. In well log work, it appears that this unit marks the cutoff between shallower and deeper
eustatic sea level values before achieving maximum highstand in the succeeding Fayetteville
Shale.
The Fayetteville Shale interval marks the maximum highstand period seen during the
subsequent transgression episode. The unit is separated into three intervals, upper, middle, and
lower; respectively. The lower Fayetteville Shale contains the “hottest” gamma ray signatures
within this unit, displaying characteristics of a highly organic shale interval. The succeeding
middle Fayetteville Shale, in the absence of the Wedington Sandstone member, is identified by a
lower resistivity curve coupled with a ~75 API gamma ray curve. This interval is certainly more
pronounced in the eastern section of the mapping area and is commonly “lost” past Faulkner and
Cleburne Counties. Finally, the upper Fayetteville Shale signals the onset of the Pennsylvanian
highstand transgression. Throughout the mapping area, the upper Fayetteville Shale is observed to
precede a rather thick ~100 API shale that is seen throughout the Pennsylvanian section. This
stratigraphic change is obvious when being observed in well log correlations. The entire
Fayetteville Shale interval is relatively consistent in thickness throughout the mapping area,
although some signs of thinning do occur in the eastern part of the area.
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Moorefield Depositional Evaluation
Originally, the well log correlation mapping section in Petra contained 416 wells total. This
number was reduced to 78 wells, due to lack of a Moorefield Shale top to pick, or the well simply
did not contain raster log images that could be used in this analysis. While correlations of the
Moorefield Shale are spread over five counties, it would be inappropriate to consider only these
85 wells as a complete analysis of the Moorefield Shale. The work that is contained within this
thesis lays the groundwork for future, more in-depth analysis of this unit.
Van Buren and Conway Counties contain a large portion (35%) of the 78 wells that were
used to characterize the Moorefield Shale. Because these two counties are situated in the western
part of the study area, the Moorefield Shale comprises a relatively thin interval, as mentioned in
previous sections. However, it should be noted that the Moorefield in these counties follows the
regional trend of thickening to the south. Thickening to the south observed in well logs is likely
due to the early stages of the Ouachita Orogeny, and the downward stepping grabens into the
Reelfoot Rift. Pre-rift and convergent margin settings allowed the Moorefield Shale to be thickest
in those areas with deep water, and continued depositing (albeit thinner) onto the margin. Within
these eastern counties, the Moorefield Shale is characterized by a ~110 API gamma ray curve, ~35
OHMM resistivity curve, with thicknesses varying from 30-130 ft (greater in the southern part of
Conway County). The Moorefield is relatively obvious when viewing in well logs in this area, as
its top is denoted by the absence of the Hindsville Limestone (very apparent in eastern counties).
Throughout the eastern counties observed, the stratigraphic succession from the Boone Limestone
to the Upper Fayetteville Shale is clearly observable. There are few ambiguous correlations in this
region because of the observed lithological differences between units, making correlations in this
region much easier than those in western counties.
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Eastern counties (Faulkner, Cleburne, Independence, White) contain, in general, a thicker
Moorefield Shale. Thickness variations from east to west likely reflect the available
accommodation space available during Moorefield deposition, as well as the progressively
thinning of the transported Boone Limestone. Thickening trends to the east may also be indicative
of clastic sedimentation source-delivery, as sedimentation is likely distributed east-west. From
early well log interpretations, and previous works, a basic model was developed in order to provide
a visual aid as to current thinking of deposition (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Interpreted Mississippian stratigraphic succession in eastern Arkoma Basin based on
county location
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OBSERVATIONS
Well Log Observations
A range of isopach maps has been created in order to visually depict the lateral and vertical
thickness variations that take place within the study area of the Moorefield Shale. Isopach maps
were created for several units that were picked throughout the five-county area. Gross interval
isopach maps were created for the following units; Boone Limestone, Boone Shale, Moorefield
Shale, Hindsville Limestone, Fayetteville Shale, and one of the entire Mississippian Interval
(Figures 21 – 26). Maps for all of the picked units were made to gain a more complete
interpretation of the Moorefield Shale. Each map varies in thickness and spatial extent, and
highlights sedimentation rate and direction and depositional characteristics for each unit. Viewing
the entire interval also aids in discovering the depositional and sedimentation differences that
occurred in the eastern Arkoma vs. the western Arkoma.
Stratigraphic cross sections have been created to visualize the well log correlations
throughout the study area, and support trends that are found within the isopach maps. There are
three west-east cross sections (Figures 27 – 29), three north-south cross sections (Figures 30 – 32),
and one dip direction cross section (Figure 33). Each of the units is labelled and color coded within
the cross sections to ease recognition and interpretation of each unit. These cross sections represent
the depositional and stratigraphic variations between wells, and represent specific areas within the
study area, spanning tens of miles.
Each map and cross section is located at the end of the text in order to create fluidity while
reading the text.
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Well Log Observations: Mississippian Interval
The Mississippian Interval isopach (Figure 21) represents a specified Mississippian age
interval (Top of Boone Limestone – top of Fayetteville Shale) that was correlated throughout the
study area. This interval was selected in order to visualize the big picture depositional
characteristics of the study site. A general thickening trend to the east from Conway Co. to White
Co. is discernible. Thicknesses range from ~200 - 900 ft. and are divided using 10 ft. contour
levels. The east-west thickening trend is very apparent throughout, with the exception of some
anomalously thick and thin units in the western portion of the mapping section, and two units
within the central portion of the mapping area. These specific areas of the mapping section are
likely due to the lack of well control within the area.
The thickest section occurs at 850 ft. in the Hickory Ridge well (T10N R8W S32), Cleburne
Co., and the thinnest section occurs at the Cargile Ruby well (T7N R17W S4) at 284 ft. in Conway
Co. Overall, the Mississippian interval follows the expected west-east thickening trend that was
originally hypothesized. Cross section A (Figure 27) displays the clearest thickening trend that
correlates to the entire Mississippian interval. The north-south thickening/thinning trends are not
very apparent in this interval, and do not display as much variation and/or control on thicknesses
as the west-east trend does.
Well Log Observations: Boone Limestone
The isopach map pertaining to the Boone Limestone (Figure 22) shows an overall thinning
trend to the east, with thicknesses ranging from 15 ft. to nearly 400 ft. The thickest section observed
in the study site is located in the Knowles 1-26 well (T10N R16W S26) in Van Buren Co. at 392
ft., and the thinnest section is observed in the Neal 1-26 well (T8n R8W S26) in White Co. at 15ft.
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Well data for this unit was sparse, with only 23 wells containing complete Boone Limestone
sections. The lack of wells is solely due to the fact that many of the wells used in this study were
targeting the Fayetteville Shale, and did not penetrate to the Boone Limestone. In future studies of
the eastern Arkoma, additional well data penetrating past the Boone Limestone will have to be
acquired.
The Boone Limestone dip direction, thinning trend to the southeast is seen well in cross
sections A, B, and G (Figure 27, 28, 33). The west-east thinning trend of the Boone Limestone is
observed over 50+ miles in each cross section, and allows a large-scale view of the general trend.
North-south cross sections D, E, and F (Figure 30, 31, 32) visualize a stronger influence on the
Boone Limestone than in the previously mentioned Mississippian Interval. Each of these cross
sections is located in areas where thickness of the Boone Limestone is variable, with the strongest
north-south influence seen in cross section E, where the Boone Limestone thickness changes from
~150ft. to <80 ft. Overall, the west-east trend has a larger influence on the Boone Limestone
thickness, than the north-south trends, although both are critical in understanding the depositional
setting that occurred during the Boone time. A particularly important point is that the Boone
Limestone is a transported unit from the northwestern Burlington Shelf. This explains the reason
the Boone Limestone displays an overall thinning trend to the southeast.
Well Log Observations: Boone Shale
The Boone Shale is not a technically defined stratigraphic unit in terms of the International
Commission on Stratigraphy definition, however, the name has been used in this study to define
the transitional unit between the Boone Limestone and Moorefield Shale. The Boone Shale isopach
(Figure 23) is constrained to 21 wells within the study area. Thicknesses for the Boone Shale range
between 100 – 350 ft., and are centrally located in the study area. Maximum thickness for the
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Boone Shale occurs in the Neal 1-26 well (T9N R8W S26), White Co. at 318 ft., and the minimum
thickness occurs at the Lever 1 well (T8N R13W S18), Faulkner Co. at 105 ft. The Boone Shale
does not exhibit a clear depositional direction in the study site, although the thick intervals are in
the south-central portion of the isopach (Figure 23), and display a thinning characteristic radiating
from the thick intervals. It is important to note that the Neal 1-26 well, where the thickest Boone
Shale interval is found, is also the well at which the thinnest Boone Limestone interval is found.
The Boone Shale does not appear in well logs in Conway Co. and has limited well control
in Van Buren Co. However, the sparse well control is not likely the cause of the limited Boone
Shale interval, and is probably more closely related to post-Boone Limestone deposition. Cross
sections A, B, and C (Figure 27, 28, 29) show the Boone Shale occurring in eastern wells of the
study site. The limited view of the Boone Shale in cross section and isopach map (Figure 23)
indicates the sediment supply and depositional shift that transpired post-Boone Limestone
deposition. It is seen that the Boone Shale is onlapping onto the Boone Limestone, and marks the
shift from a carbonate dominated region, to the beginning of the clastic sediment influence seen in
later units. The gradational character of the Boone Shale, and the extent at which the unit has been
deposited, indicates the area experienced the first signs of clastic sedimentation and organic
materials to be deposited in the study area.
Well Log Observations: Moorefield Shale (Study Interval)
The overlying Moorefield Shale is seen in all cross sections (Figure 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32,
and 33) and contains 78 mappable wells shown on the isopach map (Figure 24). Thicknesses for
the Moorefield Shale range from 40ft. to nearly 400 ft. throughout the mapping section, with the
thickest intervals found from R10W to R6W. The maximum thickness of the Moorefield Shale
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occurs in the Walker well (T7N R10W S34), White Co. at 393 ft., and the thinnest interval occurs
in the Ditmore 1-19 well (T10N R15W S19), Van Buren Co. at 41 ft.
The Moorefield Shale follows the expected eastward thickening trend that was
hypothesized at the beginning of this project. The southeastern thickening trend is indicative of a
changing depositional environment into the Middle Mississippian. The Moorefield Shale isopach
(Figure 24) shows a completely opposite depositional trend, compared to the Early Mississippian
Boone Limestone (Figure 22), and is similar to the Mississippian Interval isopach (Figure 21) with
an added southeastern trending effect. The flip-flop of thicknesses from the Boone Limestone to
the Moorefield Shale indicates a shift in sediment supply and delivery from west-east to east-west.
Thick and thin sections observed from the Moorefield Isopach (Figure 24) show a gradual
thickening to the southeast. From a 140 ft. unit thickness, the Moorefield Shale only requires ~22
miles (T10N R11W – T10N R7W) for it to reach a thickness of 340 ft. This is in comparison to
the thicknesses of 40 ft to 140 ft., where it takes the Moorefield nearly 36 miles (T11R15W –
T11N R10W). This suggests that growth of Moorefield Shale thicknesses occurred very rapidly
over a very small area, before slowing down and thinning to the northwest due to lack of
accommodation space and sedimentation. The jump in thickness of the Moorefield Shale can be
particularly well seen in cross sections A and B (Figure 27 and 28), where the Moorefield Shale
goes from a few tens of feet to hundreds of feet.
Well Log Observations: Hindsville Limestone
The Hindsville Limestone appears in 48 wells, dispersed throughout the mapping section.
This unit is relatively thin throughout the mapping section, and is not deposited past the central
part of Cleburne Co. (T11N R10W) (Figure 25). Thicknesses for the Hindsville Limestone range
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from ~10 ft. - ~60 ft., with thickest intervals found in the northern and southwestern part of the
isopach map (Figure 25). The thickest interval occurs at the Laudis 11-13 well (T11N R13W S4)
in Van Buren Co. at 57 ft., and the thinnest interval occurs at the Landrum-Quitman well (T9N
R12W S12) in Cleburne Co. at 13 ft.
The lack of well control regarding the Hindsville Limestone was one of the problems faced
in mapping this area. This issue is likely due to the non-depositional nature of the unit in the far
eastern portions of the mapping area, as the Hindsville Limestone grades into the Moorefield
Shale, seen in cross sections A, B, C, E, and dip direction (Figures 27, 28, 29, 31, 33). Interestingly,
the Hindsville Limestone contains its thickest intervals in the north and southwestern extent of the
unit, and exhibits a “trough” in the central part of the isopach (Figure 25) with thinner intervals
throughout. This was unexpected, as it appears sediment direction has shifted back to the westnorthwest, as it did during the deposition of the Boone Limestone. This shift would suggest of a
reactivation of the northern carbonate factories, or a drop in eustatic sea level in the area.
The extent and thin nature of the Hindsville Limestone made this unit a less important
focus of this study. However, this unit is of interest in determining the full depositional
characteristics of the eastern Arkoma Basin, and adds another variabale to sedimentation of this
region.
Well Log Observations: Fayetteville Shale
The Fayetteville Shale is a widespread unit, occurring in 72 wells throughout the mapping
area. Thicknesses for this unit range from <100 ft. to ~500 ft. and are encompassed in a 69x27
mile area. The Fayetteville Shale contained the second highest number of wells in this study
because many of the wells used in this study were targeting the Fayetteville Shale. Maximum
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thickness for the interval is found in Stoner 1-5H well (T10N R7W S5) in White Co. at 498 ft.,
and minimum thickness of the Fayetteville Shale occurring in the Kerr 1-5 well (T7N R10W S5)
of White Co. In none of the other units reviewed in this study, do the maximum and minimum
thicknesses occur in the same county.
The isopach of the Fayetteville Shale (Figure 26) appears to have a strong north-south
orientation, unlike many of the other units that exhibit a strong east-west thickness relationship.
Localized thicks and thins throughout the isopach are apparent and cannot be described by
anything other than stratigraphic anomalies, or lack of well control in the area. Intervals picked for
the Fayetteville Shale are divided by the stratigraphic divisions of Upper, Middle, and Lower in
all cross sections, although they are not represented this way on the isopach and are considered
one unit (Figure 26). The reason for this decision is the focus on the Moorefield Shale, and not the
Fayetteville Shale, and it would have been of little value to divide this unit into an Upper, Middle,
and Lower, when that was not done for other units used in this study.
North-south influence of the Fayetteville Shale represents another shift in sedimentation
and depositional relations. Succeeding the Hindsville Limestone, the Fayetteville Shale is the
beginning of the large clastic Pennsylvanian influx that follows and marks the end of the carbonatedominated landscape that it succeeds. The shift in sedimentation is the most apparent sign; thick
intervals in the north of the Fayetteville Shale isopach (Figure 26) and progressive thinning to the
south suggest that sediment supply must be coming from the north. This is similar to the clastic
influence of the Moorefield Shale, which appears to be from the north-northeast (Figure 24). The
north-south trend can be observed best in cross sections E and F (Figures 31 and 32).
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Thin Section Observations
13 thin sections of the Moorefield Shale (2 Upper Moorefield and 11 Lower Moorefield)
were examined for specific depositional and stratigraphic characteristics, however, only eight thin
sections are displayed in this thesis. Thin sections were pulled from coring by Southwestern
Energy and are from the Foster 9-17H8 well, located in White Co. (Figure 7).

Figure 7: Location of Foster 9-17H8 well, map from Petra study area.
Thin sections observed were measured in subsurface depths, with the interval extending
from -3375.15 ft. to -3623.00 ft. Throughout the interval, sediment characteristics varied between
the Upper and Lower Moorefield, and the thin sections contained a number of different features
that were independent of one another. Most thin sections, Upper and Lower, had some degree of
red staining for calcite that was included when the company cut and had these thin sections made.
The interval included in the thin sections contained very little depositional organization,
and grains found throughout appeared to be in random positions. Grain sizes varied from silt-sized
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to very fine-grained sand, and were mostly quartz. There was a fair number of fossils found
throughout, and were almost all brachiopods. Other notable features in thin sections was the
occasional dolomite rhombohedron, phosphatic pellets, and scattered organic material, such as
crinoid stalks and arms.
Outcrop Observations
Outcrops viewed for this study were all located between the area of Batesville and
Moorefield, Independence County, Arkansas. Both an Upper and Lower Moorefield section were
viewed. Stratigraphic and depositional differences were apparent for both intervals that were
observed. For these sections, basic observations and interpretations were taken at each site. Section
measurement was not undertaken for either section; viewing the sections was for lithologic
comparison with the log of the unit of interest, to the outcrop.
The Lower Moorefield outcrop exposed approximately 15 ft., and contained individual
limestone beds in sequence that were approximately 6 inches to 1.0 ft. in thickness. The Lower
Moorefield was almost entirely limestone, with a micritic characteristics. The section was very
fine-grained and contained little to no sedimentary structures. Some compactional truncations were
observed, although the extent of these was limited.
The Upper Moorefield contained the previously described grey-black shale and appeared
to weather to a tan-brown color. This interval was significantly less than the Lower Moorefield
outcrop, only measuring about 6 ft. in total. We were unable to locate an exposed contact between
the Lower and Upper Moorefield, and therefore, could not pinpoint a top or bottom for either
section. The Upper Moorefield contained large limestone-micritic concretions throughout, with
the largest concretion measuring up to three-feet thick. Other concretions were much smaller, and
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many appeared within the Upper Moorefield Shale as ellipsoid masses, ~6 inches in diameter and
~3 inches in thickness.
INTERPRETATIONS
Well Log Interpretations: Mississippian Interval
Well control for the Mississippian interval contained one of the highest counts at 53. The
high well count contributes to an accurate and full illustration of the interval. This is critical for
obtaining a large-scale view of the depositional cycle of the study area.
The Mississippian Interval isopach (Figure 21) displays a north-south contour-trend
throughout, with thicks in the east and thins in the west. This is consistent with previous thinking
of the area, and of the studied interval.
Thin intervals of the western portion of the mapping area measure 350 ft. or greater area,
however, the thicknesses of individual units varies greatly in this portion of the study area,
specifically, the Boone Limestone. In western Van Buren and Conway Co., the Boone exceeds
thicknesses of 200 ft. and attributes to ~35% of the Mississippian interval. In these areas, the Boone
Shale was not deposited, and the Moorefield Shale does not reach thicknesses greater than 90 ft.
The Boone Limestone is the dominant lithology in the western portions of the study site, but
rapidly thins to the east (Figure 22), primarily due to being transported from the carbonate factories
in the northwest part of the state.
The eastern part of the study site is entirely different from the western portion. Dominant
lithologies are the Boone Shale and Moorefield Shale, exceeding thicknesses of 500 ft. The Boone
Limestone thins to less than 20 ft. and represents a thin carbonate lens on well logs. Boone Shale
and Moorefield Shale interval thicknesses were much greater than initially expected.
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Sedimentation of both the Boone Shale and Moorefield Shale is almost certainly from the northnortheast (Figure 37 and 39), although depositional patterns are different for the two units. The
culmination of these two units in the eastern portion of the study area, push thicknesses of the
entire Mississippian interval to greater than 800 ft. With the Boone Shale and Moorefield Shale
extensive thicknesses in the east, post-Boone Limestone clastic sedimentation increased
significantly. The interbeds of carbonate and shale throughout the Middle Mississippian interval
also represent a period of persistent eustatic sea-level changes from epeiric seas.
One thing to note is the diminished section in the southwestern corner of the mapping area.
Well control in this area is relatively thorough, therefore deposition of the included units in this
area was not as great as the rest of the study area. The thin sections in the west could be attributed
to the slope of the ramp during time of deposition, and varying sedimentation rates and directions
that were experienced throughout the Mississippian Interval.
Well Log Interpretations: Chattanooga Shale and Penters Chert
Although not previously mentioned in this study, the Chattanooga Shale and Penters Chert
were both correlated throughout the study area, and are included within cross sections. For this
study, focusing on the Moorefield, and the immediately succeeding Mississippian interval was the
main focus of correlations and isopach maps (Chattanooga Shale and Penters Chert are Devonian).
However; these two units are do help stitch together the depositional picture that occurs in the
Mississippian interval.
In cross sections A and B (Figures 27 and 28), both units are relatively consistent in
thickness throughout, and do not display any large contrasts in thicknesses. All of the associated
units all display some sort of structural influence in cross sectional view, suggesting that structural
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deformation of this area may have begun as early as the Boone Limestone and continued
throughout the Fayetteville Shale. The Early Mississippian would be the earliest suggested time
period that structural deformation could have occurred in the eastern Arkoma Basin and Boston
Mountain Plateau, based on regional geology.
Well Log Interpretations: Boone Limestone
The Boone Limestone contains thick intervals in the northwestern corner of the study site
and thins in a north-south trend until it reaches (T10N R13W) and takes on a northwest-southeast
trend. This is almost entirely attributed to less well control in the central-eastern portion of the
study site, reflecting progressive thinning of the Boone Limestone. The transported nature of the
Boone Limestone plays a critical role in understanding the development of later transgressional
units, as it lays the “foundation” for the deposition of later units. Considering that the top of the
Boone Limestone is marked by a third-order forced regression, followed by a transgression, the
thin nature of the Boone Limestone might also be caused by rapidly rising sea-levels (deepening
water, choking out carbonates) and shift to clastic sediments.
While Boone Limestone deposition may be purely stratigraphically and topographically
controlled, there are signs that also suggest that the Boone Limestone may have been affected by
early structural deformation. Down to the south, normal-faulted grabens extend basinward into the
Mississippi Embayment, and are seen to mostly affect Upper Mississippian strata in the area.
Moreover, when compared to the Chattanooga Shale and Penters Chert (preceding units to the
Boone Limestone), the Boone Limestone does not exhibit the same consistent thickness
characteristics that are observed with these units. Again, the Boone Limestone is a transported
limestone from the northwest carbonate factory, but if there was little to no structural deformation
during time of its deposition, the Boone Limestone would not exhibit the drastic difference in thick
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and thin intervals that are seen in the isopach (Figure 22). There is also the directional change of
contours from north-south to northeast-southwest in the middle of the mapping area. The
northeast-southwest trend observed from the isopach (Figure 22), is consistent with already known
northeast-southwest trending faults throughout the region and shares this trend with the succeeding
Moorefield Shale.
In well log correlations, the Boone lithologic characteristics change from west-east. In the
thickest intervals in the west, the Boone Limestone is distinctly massive carbonate unit, with little
to no lithologic variation. In the east, the lithology of the Boone Limestone shifts to a thin, “rattier”
carbonate unit. The shift in lithology characteristics from west-east, allude to the depositional
environment of the study site during the Early Mississippian. Cross sections B and F (Figures 28
and 32) are most indicative of this shift from thick to thin, and change in lithologic characteristics.
The lithologic change from west-east is more than likely influenced by the deeper marine setting
in which the Boone Limestone would have been deposited in the eastern margin and the early
onset of clastic sedimentation in the area. The full extent of the clastic sedimentation is unknown,
but does seem to be present in the east during Boone Limestone deposition, as gamma ray curves
from well logs are >30 API in most eastern well logs, compared to 5-10 API in the west, where
the Boone Limestone is a pure carbonate.
Well Log Interpretations: Boone Shale
The Boone Shale marks the transition between the Boone Limestone carbonate
sedimentation, and the clastic Moorefield Shale sedimentation. The Boone Shale represents
onlapping onto the Boone Limestone in each of these cross sections, and displays consistently
thickening farther to the east. In eastern well logs, and particularly in cross section F (Figure 32),
the unit exhibits >150 API reading on the gamma ray curve. This is in contrast to well logs seen
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in the western extent of the Boone Shale, where gamma ray curves fluctuate between 60 – 150
API. The Boone Shale itself is an interbedded limestone and shale unit that appears to be
genetically related to both the Boone Limestone and Moorefield Shale. Outcrops of the Boone
Shale are unknown, but the distinct characteristics of the unit are apparent in all cross sections, in
which the unit appears. Within well log correlations, the unit is punctuated by thin carbonate lenses
in the basal interval, followed by a highly organic shale in the upper part of the unit. The Boone
Shale is most certainly influenced by an east-west clastic sediment input direction, and is
representative of a carbonate-clastic mixing zone.
Thickness distribution of the Boone Shale is identified in the isopach (Figure 23) and
demonstrates thick intervals in the depocenter that radiate outward into thinner intervals. The
distribution of thicknesses in the Boone Shale is compared to all other units identified in this study,
and is not influenced by north-south or east-west trends. Because the unit is a transitional interval
between the Boone Limestone and the Moorefield Shale, there are only 21 wells that represent a
full correlated interval. The lack of well control for this unit is likely to have some influence on
the distribution of thick and thin intervals. Although the Boone Shale has thick intervals in the
center of the isopach (Figure 23), and thin intervals on the flanks, the unit is seen to have a slight
northeast-southwest depositional trend (Figure 37). This is consistent with the Moorefield Shale
intervals (Figure 24) and is likely more genetically related to the Moorefield Shale than to the
Boone Limestone. The Boone Shale and Moorefield Shale are both transitional units, and
contribute to a large portion of the thicknesses that are seen in the eastern part of the study site.
This makes a strong case of an incredible clastic sediment influence from the north-northeast, as
the combined gross interval of both of these units exceeds 500 ft.
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During Boone Shale deposition, eustatic sea-level was most certainly transgressing over
the platform, allowing for rapid deposition of this unit. It is unusual for a unit to appear to not have
a strong directional influence of deposition, especially when the surrounding units are all reflect
east-west or north-south depositional trends. However, the Boone Shale isopach does show the
unit to be deposited in a “trough” setting (Figure 38), directed to the northeast-southwest, and the
unit has its thickest interval occurring in the same well as the Boone Limestone’s thinnest interval.
This further supports the interpretation that clastic sedimentation was influencing the eastern
Arkoma Basin as early as the Boone Limestone.
Well Log Interpretations: Moorefield Shale (Study Interval)
The Moorefield Shale is a culmination of the clastic-carbonate sedimentation in the eastern
Arkoma Basin, and is representative of a transition between the carbonate-dominated Lower
Mississippian and clastic-dominated Upper Mississippian. The Moorefield Shale contained 78
correlated intervals, and well control is representative of the entire study area. Deposition of the
Moorefield Shale is largely northwest-southeast, with the thickest intervals in the eastern part of
the study site. The Moorefield Shale is indicative of an east-northeast sediment supply direction
and is seen to be deposited in successions westward onto the preceding Boone Limestone and
Boone Shale intervals (Figure 39). The east-northeast depositional influence is the opposite of the
preceding Boone Limestone, and indicates that the sediment supply of the Moorefield has shifted
direction.
The Moorefield Shale isopach (Figure 24) contains interval thicknesses ranging from ~50
ft. to ~350 ft. and dispersal of thicknesses appear to be strongly influenced by basinward stepping,
down-to-the-south normal-faulted grabens. Thicknesses of the Moorefield Shale are systematically
spread out over the study site, and have been divided into 100 ft. intervals (Figure 40). Unit
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thicknesses in the first division range (western division) from 40 ft. to 140 ft. and cover an area of
~36 miles. This is indicative of a gently sloping depositional platform, and the extent of Moorefield
Shale sedimentation. The ~36-mile shallow covering also indicates that eustatic sea-level in this
division was likely shallower and developed a marginal marine setting for Moorefield Shale
deposition. Clastic sedimentation of the Moorefield Shale also likely reached its maximum extent
up-ramp, as the Moorefield Shale is seen to contain a lower organic content count in well logs
compared to the correlated intervals in the eastern portion of the study site. The second and third
divisions range from 140 – 240 ft. and 240 – 340 ft., respectively. Both of these divisions represent
a combined ~22 mile area, but make up the bulk of the Moorefield Shale thickness. The 200 ft.
gain in thickness over this ~22 mile area indicates that relative sea level was almost certainly
deeper than the first division, and clastic sediment supply was much higher. Between the three
divisions, the Moorefield Shale can be seen to have been influenced strongly by the northwestsoutheast trending normal faults that dominated the area. This is critical to understanding the
spatial distribution of the Moorefield Shale.
In early sequence stratigraphic models, the Moorefield Shale is represented as a lowstand
wedge that was deposited onto the Early Mississippian Boone Limestone. The Moorefield Shale
isopach (Figure 24) certainly supports the early interpretations of the Moorefield Shale being a
lowstand wedge. The structural influence of the eastern Arkoma Basin is important to
understanding the deposition of this unit, and the division of the 100 ft. intervals concludes that
there was a much stronger structural influence on the Moorefield Shale than previously thought.
Well Log Interpretations: Hindsville Limestone
The Hindsville Limestone in this study is a thin carbonate lens that appears to grade into
the Moorefield Shale once the central part of the mapping section is reachable. Thicknesses of the
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unit range from 15 ft. to 60 ft., and the Hindsville Limestone is represented by 48 wells. While
well control for this unit was fair, the extent of the unit is rather small. The Hindsville Limestone
is one of the last carbonate units to appear in the Mississippian record, and its extent, like the
Boone Limestone, is limited moving further east.
The Hindsville Limestone depositional characteristics were surprising in the fact that
thicknesses are representative of a trough (Figure 41) with thicker intervals on the flanks and thin
intervals in the center. This was unusual, as there was not an apparent directional pattern that this
unit followed. The Hindsville Limestone appears to be filling in spaces that were not filled by
preceding units, although it is hard to pinpoint the exact influence that this unit had on the entire
Mississippian interval.
Well Log Interpretations: Fayetteville Shale
The Fayetteville Shale is the final unit examined in this study, and represents the Upper
Mississippian period. The unit was divided into Upper, Middle, and Lower intervals purely based
on lithological differences observed in well logs. Thicknesses for Upper and Lower Fayetteville
Shale varied throughout the mapping interval, with the Middle Fayetteville Shale staying relatively
consistent.
The Fayetteville Shale isopach (Figure 26) exhibits an overall north-south, thick-thin
interval control. The thickest intervals were located in two areas (T11N R13W and T10N R7W)
with 419 ft. and 498 ft., respectively. The north-south trending thickness intervals represent the
sedimentation and depositional characteristics of the Fayetteville Shale (Figure 42) and continue
the clastic sedimentation trend of the Boone Shale and Moorefield Shale from the north-northeast.
Structural influences regarding the Fayetteville Shale are less apparent than preceding units, and
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it is difficult to discern whether there is any structural influence at all. Overall, the Fayetteville
Shale appears to be infilling the rest of the accommodation space that was previously available
following the deposition of all the preceding units. There are two well locations that have
anomalously thin intervals in north Cleburne Co. These wells are unable to be explained, other
than the fact that they are stratigraphic anomalies. This problem could be addressed going forward
with a greater amount of well control in this area.
Thin Section Interpretations
Thin section interpretations are organized by slide number and depth, going from the
bottom of the Moorefield Shale interval to the top. Captions below each of the images are the
general interpretations for each. Unfortunately, only eight slides were able to be captured.
Throughout most of the sections, lithological characteristics remain relatively consistent
throughout. Each of the thin sections displayed contain a brief description and interpretation for
each.
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Figure 8: Foster 9-17H8 well. Red box delineates zone of the 13 thin sections that were
examined in this study. Only 8 sections were photographed.
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The first Lower Moorefield thin section contains silt to sand sized grains, angular-subangular,
some rounding within, brown-black matrix, phosphatic pellets throughout. A singular dolomite
rhombohedron is visible in the picture, left of center. The mix of both angular grains and rounded
grains indicate that there are likely multiple sources that are influencing the eastern Arkansas
area during Moorefield deposition.

Figure 9: Lower Moorefield thin section 3-122H.
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Thin section contains angular-subangular, silt sized grains, red calcite staining throughout,
phosphatic pellets and other organics throughout, dolomitic rhombohedron present, thin mica
flakes apparent, plagioclase feldspar grain in bottom left corner. The presence of mica and feldspar
in place with this section is, again, indicative of multiple sediment sources. There has been a large
amount of mixing of sediments, between carbonates, clastics, etc. Large amounts of organic
material indicate that there was a large amount of plants and animals that were being decomposed
and compacted into the Lower Moorefield.

Figure 10: Lower Moorefield thin section 3-120Hc.
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Contains angular-subangular grains, mainly silt sized, few dolomite rhombohedron, massive
phosphatic pellet in center of image, some calcite staining and replacement, grains are fining
upward. Grain sizes are getting finer, likely indicating a shift in the energy of the environment.
Brown-grey matrix is similar to what is seen in outcrop and is reflective of the clay-mud that is
contained in the Lower Moorefield.

Figure 11: Lower Moorefield thin section 3-116H
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Angular-subangular grains although less apparent overall grain composition, dolomite
rhombohedral boxed in red, light calcite staining and replacement, phosphatic pellets resemble an
oolitic structure, light brown matrix throughout. Red box is highlighting a single dolomite
rhombohedron. Little to no variation in the grains that are seen, almost entirely matrix dominated.

Figure 12: Lower Moorefield thin section 3-103Hb.
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Angular-subangular grains some show rounding indicating multiple sediment sources, silt sized
throughout, fining upward, black matrix throughout, some calcite staining evident. Grains are seen
to get finer in this section, indicative of a loss in depositional energy. Higher amount of organic
material in this thin section due to the black matrix structure.

Figure 13: Lower Moorefield thin section 3-98H.
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Angular-subangular grains, some rounded grains indicating multiple sources, brown-grey matrix
throughout, very little calcite staining present. Largest amount of silt and sand grains that are seen
in thin section view. Only 17 ft. separate this section and the last, however, there is an obvious
shift in the amount of sediment being placed in the system. Increase in silt-sand sized grains are
indicative of an increase in depositional energy in the system.

Figure 14: Lower Moorefield thin section 3-93Hb.
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First Upper Moorefield Shale thin section containing angular-subangular grains, brown-black
matrix, phosphatic pellets throughout, silt to sand sized grains. Still a large amount of silt and sand
grains throughout. Black-brown matrix is reflecting the shale of the Moorefield. Not much
difference in character between this thin section and the rest of the Lower Moorefield thin sections.
This indicates that characteristics between the two units are more similar than they look in outcrop,
and likely represent a similar depositional sequence.

Figure 15: Upper Moorefield thin section 2-88H.
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Angular-subangular grains, some rounded grains apparent, black to brown matrix, some striations
apparent. Massive organic material in center that has been replaced by calcite, gray areas in organic
is result of plucking from cleavage of grains, white circle in organic is a boring that is filled with
calcite, gray pluckings are likely dolomite replacement. The calcite replaced organic material is
likely the appendage of a crinoid. This appendage is small and shows characteristics that the
appendage would be able to bend, likely making this an arm of a crinoid, not a stalk.

Figure 16: Upper Moorefield thin section 2-83H.
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Outcrop Interpretations
Available outcrop locations regarding the Moorefield Shale are relatively limited, partially for
being an obscure formation. Localities that were examined can be found in and around the greater
Batesville area. Overall, the sampled intervals that were examined did not appear to be greater than
3m., the Lower Moorefield Shale being the larger of the two. Previous investigations made by
Girty (1911) viewing sections up to 300 ft. are impressive, but we were unable to locate these
particular outcrops for this study.
The Lower Moorefield outcrop that was examined is found off of AR Highway 233, just
east of the actual town Moorefield. The outcrop is approximately 2.5 – 3.0 meters in thickness,
and is chiefly a fine-grained, grey-brown, calcite-dominant limestone. It is also a large calcareous
limestone-bearing interval, with few biogenic markers seen in the examined outcrop. Some
striations and laminations can be seen in samples recovered, and were observed in section. The
limestone that makes up the Lower Moorefield Shale does display a bedding characteristic, with
bed thickness of a few inches to a few feet. Truncations are observed in parts of the section (Figure
17), does not appear to have any preference on type of bed or certain rock characteristics.
Truncations within the Lower Moorefield Shale are likely caused by compactional events or from
transport of the limestone. One of the surprising features of the Lower Moorefield Shale is the
presence of crystalline calcite that is observed within the interval (Figure 18). Individual calcite
grains are ~0.5 – 1.0 cm in size, and are grey-black in color. Overall, the Lower Moorefield is a
thick, thinly bedded, micritic limestone, and represents the onset of clay and clastic sedimentation.
The Upper Moorefield Shale is a silt-fine grained shale with a high organic clay content.
The Upper Moorefield Shale is characteristic of a gray-black shale that weathers to light brown.
The light brown color of the Upper Moorefield Shale can be considered both a weathering surface,
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as well as a highly oxygenated shale that is foreshadowing the depositional characteristics in the
overlying Batesville Sandstone. Shale observed in streambeds was clean and black, while that in
place in the hillside was brown, light grey. Outcrops for the Upper Moorefield Shale are much
smaller than those found in the Lower Moorefield Shale, although sections were ~6-8 ft.
throughout. Throughout the Upper Moorefield Shale there are a number of large concretions,
specifically the one observed in (Figure 19). The concretion is made up of fine grained micritc
limestone matrix, that is similar in characteristic to the Lower Moorefield Shale. The micritic
concretion is approximately 3 ft. and is continuous throughout the outcrop that was examined. It
is rather odd to have a concretion of this size found in a shale bed and would best be described as
a “shale that is trying to be a limestone”. It is likely that the limey concretion reflects eustatic sealevel change in the low-lying area of the Moorefield, and indicative of a sediment mixing zone of
clastics and carbonates.
Few concretions were broken to examine the inner characteristics. The insides of the
concretions resemble that of the Lower Moorefield Shale with medium-high levels of calcite
crystallization, and fine grained micritic matrix. Also upon breaking, inner portions of the
concretion smelled petroliferous. Smaller, rounded concretions within the lower shale unit of the
Upper Moorefield Shale. The concretions found in place within the shale contain horizontal
ribbing that represents layering of the surrounding shale before compaction (Hansen, 1994) (Figure
20). Concretions are rather strange in their origin of formation, and it is hard to pinpoint when the
concretions would have formed; either 1.) at the same time that the softer shale was being deposited
or 2.) just before compaction of the surrounding shale. It is not fully clear which process occurred
in the Upper Moorefield Shale; however, it is interesting to note that this phenomenon has taken
place within the Moorefield Shale. The Upper Moorefield Shale also contains a small truncation
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underneath the ~36-inch concretion (Figure 19), representative of rapid deposition and compaction
within this zone. The truncation may also indicate the varying sediment supply and sea-level that
occurred during Upper Moorefield Shale deposition.

Figure 17: Lower Moorefield Shale truncation.
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Figure 18: Calcite crystallization found in Lower Moorefield Shale outcrop.
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Figure 19: Upper Moorefield Shale in place concretion.
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Figure 20: In place rounded concretion found in the Upper Moorefield Shale.
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CONCLUSIONS
•

The Moorefield Shale interval is deposited from east-west, northeast-west sediment
delivery.

•

Clastic sedimentation of the Moorefield Shale, Boone Shale, and Fayetteville Shale all
appear to be associated with an east-northeast sediment delivery, and make up the majority
of the thicknesses found in the eastern part of this study site.

•

The Mississippian interval, beginning in the Boone Limestone, is influenced strongly by
the Mississippi Embayment.

•

Clastic sedimentation in the eastern Arkoma Basin onset much sooner than previously
expected.

•

There is a possible earlier tectonic overprint in the eastern Arkoma Basin than previously
thought.

•

Transgressive and regressive sea-level patterns play a strong role in the sedimentation of
all units incorporated in this study.
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FUTURE WORK
•

Include additional well control in the study site and surrounding area to determine the
spatial extent of the Moorefield Shale and Boone shale, and determine thickness variations
for both.

•

Incorporate a seismic survey for the study site in order to get a better understanding of the
structural components of the area.

•

Conduct a provenance study to determine the source of clastic sediments that are found in
Moorefield Shale thin sections.

•

Examine the Boone Shale closer to determine if the unit is more genetically related to the
Moorefield Shale or the Boone Limestone. This will give a better understanding of the
depositional characteristics of the study site.
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Figure 21: Mississippian Section Isopach
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Figure 22: Boone Limestone Isopach
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Figure 23: Boone Shale Isopach
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Figure 24: Moorefield Shale (Study Area) Isopach
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Figure 25: Hindsville Limestone Isopach
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Figure 26: Fayetteville Shale Isopach
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Figure 27: Cross Section A
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Figure 28: Cross Section B
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Figure 29: Cross Section C
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Figure 30: Cross Section D
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Figure 31: Cross Section E
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Figure 32: Cross Section F
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Figure 33: Cross Section G (Dip Direction)
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Figure 34: Boone Limestone thickness isopach with transport direction.
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Figure 35: Boone Limestone isopach 200 ft. thickness variation.
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Figure 36: Boone Shale isopach with centralized thickness radiation.
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Figure 37: Boone Shale isopach with possible transport direction.
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Figure 38: Boone Shale isopach with possible trough sedimentation.
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Figure 39: Moorefield Shale isopach with possible sediment transport direction.
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Figure 40: Moorefield Shale isopach with possible sediment transport direction and 100 ft. thickness divisions.
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Figure 41: Hindsville Limestone isopach with sediment transport direction and centralized trough sedimentation.
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Figure 42: Fayetteville Shale isopach with possible sedimentation direction.
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Figure 43: Boone Limestone thickness variation, cross section A.
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Figure 44: Boone Shale thickness variation, cross section F.
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Figure 45: Moorefield Shale thickness variation with divisions, cross section G.
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Figure 46: Hindsville Limestone thickness variation, cross section C.
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Figure 47: Fayetteville Shale thickness variation, cross section F.
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